SOUTH ELEVATION

- Proposed Metal Roof
- Proposed Screen Facade
- Existing Handball Court (beyond to be retained)
- New Western Entry
- Glazed facade to north and south sides of new addition
- Proposed Facade
- Proposed Glazed Entry
- Proposed Metal Roof
- Replace existing glazing
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Replace glazing to existing openings along southern facade of Existing building

WEST ELEVATION

- Proposed Stage One Works
- Existing Therry Building to be refurbished
- New entry doors into Therry Building, Stage 1 works to Levels 1-3
- Highlight Windows
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Proposed Glazed Facade
- Proposed Screen Facade
- Proposed Metal Roof
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Replace glazing to existing openings along southern facade of Existing building
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Glazed Façade to north and south sides of new addition
- Existing Building
- Replace existing glazing
- Proposed Glazed Facade
- Proposed Metal Roof
- Replace glazing to existing openings along southern facade of Existing building
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry edge beams and columns
- Existing Therry parapet
- Existing Therry Edge beams and columns